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 Achieved          In Progress         Off Target              Future Initiative
Goal # Objective Desired outcome Due Date Status

A: Educate employers about the 
rate stabilization tools that are 
available to them through the 
current Plan design.

* Provide all employers with 
educational material on rate 
stabilization by the end of 2018
* Reach 100% of those employers 
demonstrating interest.

2020    
B: Develop a future vision and 
implementation plan for the 
investment program.

* Finalize a Board-approved plan 
by 2019 2019    

C: Develop and promote 
legislation and rule amendments to 
clarify certain aspects of the 
TMRS Act.

* Finalize and pursue a Board-
approved Legislative agenda by 
Quarter 4, 2018 / early 2019

2019    
D: Explore the effectiveness of 
TMRS Plan design in light of 
changing workforce 
demographics.

* Design and implement a survey 
methodology to assess member 
and employer sentiment by 
December 2019. 
* Establish a baseline metric by 
December 2020. 
* Provide targeted increase 
recommendations to the Board for 
consideration and approval by 
December 2020.

2020

1: Ensure the financial 
Stability and Long-term 

viability of the plan


BOT Dashboard

				þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û Off Target              Future Initiative

		Goal #		Objective		Desired outcome		Due Date		Status

		1: Ensure the financial Stability and Long-term viability of the plan
		A: Educate employers about the rate stabilization tools that are available to them through the current Plan design.		* Provide all employers with educational material on rate stabilization by the end of 2018
* Reach 100% of those employers demonstrating interest.		2020		¤   

				B: Develop a future vision and implementation plan for the investment program.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019		2019		¤   

				C: Develop and promote legislation and rule amendments to clarify certain aspects of the TMRS Act.		* Finalize and pursue a Board-approved Legislative agenda by Quarter 4, 2018 / early 2019		2019		¤   

				D: Explore the effectiveness of TMRS Plan design in light of changing workforce demographics.		* Design and implement a survey methodology to assess member and employer sentiment by December 2019. 
* Establish a baseline metric by December 2020. 
* Provide targeted increase recommendations to the Board for consideration and approval by December 2020.		2020

		2: Strengthen TMRS through excellent customer service and effective communication.		A: Evaluate and present recommendations to the Board regarding the current Pension Administration System’s (NextGen, MyTMRS, City Portal, etc.) ability to continue to support TMRS customer service operations in the most comprehensive, cost-effective, efficient, and secure way. 		* Present overview to the Board and receive feedback on desired priorities by the end of 2018
* Complete a broader assessment of the Pension Administration System by 2020		2020		¤   

				B: Expand delivery of self-service capabilities. 		* Assess capabilities offered versus those desired by members and employers
* Increase by 5% per year the adoption rate of self-service capabilities
* TMRS capabilities should meet or exceed that of select peers		2021		¤ 

				C: Enhance internal systems to improve customer service operational efficiencies.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for improved efficiencies		2021

				D: Develop and implement a strategic communication plan to position TMRS with major stakeholder groups. 		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific implementation measures for awareness and effectiveness		2019		¤ 

				E: Develop and implement new ways to communicate, including through social media, the value of the TMRS benefit among various segments of active and retired members. 		Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for awareness and effectiveness		2019		¤ 

		Goal 3: Identify and implement the best governance and management structure.
		A: Enhance Board meeting productivity.		* Majority of Trustees perceive Board materials to be meaningful and effective in informing decisions
* Majority of Trustees perceive that meeting time is productive and efficient		2019		¤ 

				B: Create and implement a process for the Board to review the role of its current consultants. 		* Majority of Trustees perceive the process to be meaningful and effective		2019		¤ 

				C: Develop a Board-approved investment fee policy. 		* Finalize a Board-approved policy by 2019
* Policy meets or exceeds the standards set by the GFOA Best Practice Advisory on investment fee policies
		2018		¤ 

				D: Adopt a framework to monitor and report on organization-wide risk. 		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2021 		2021

				E: Develop and implement a framework for monitoring and managing operational compliance throughout the organization.		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2021		2021

				F: Codify into policy the Board’s continuing education philosophy. 		* Finalize a Board-approved policy by 2018		2018		¤ 

		Goal 4: Transform the TMRS culture to one of innovation, collaboration, and open communication.		A: Develop a short-term (unexpected) and longer-term (planned) succession plan for key leadership positions. 		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019		2019		¤ 

				B: Create and implement a leadership development plan. 		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2020		2020		¤ 

				C: Elevate employee engagement levels.		* Facilitate action-item recommendations to Leadership and/or the Board 
* Maintain an overall score of 40% and above for Fully Engaged staff and a score of 10% or lower for Not Engaged staff
		2020		¤ 

				D: Refine the compensation and performance management philosophy.		* Finalize updated Board-approved philosophy statements by 2020		2020		¤ 

				E: Develop policies and procedures that encourage leadership to improve internal communications, support innovation, and reward excellence.		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change
* By 2022, increase by 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers		2019		¤ 

				F: Enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of organization-wide decision-making and prioritization processes.		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change
* By 2022, increase by 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers 		2019		¤ 
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Exceptions

		Goal		Objective		Performance Measure		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner		Notes

		Goal 4: Transform the TMRS culture to one of innovation, collaboration, and open communication.		Objective B. Create and implement a leadership development plan. 		Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2020.		Conduct discovery meetings with key resources.
		Q3 18'		Activity start delayed due to key resources availability.		Leslie Ritter		Working with vendor and internal resources to confirm kick-off meeting date.
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Goal 1

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target           Future Initiative 

		Objective		Desired outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Educate employers about the rate stabilization tools that are available to them through the current Plan design.		* Provide all employers with educational material on rate stabilization by the end of 2018.

* Reach 100% of those employers demonstrating interest.		* Educational page in annual rate letters to all employers.		Jun-18		þ   		Leslee Hardy

						* Explore alternative ways to communicate available tools to employers.  (e.g. Executive workshops, city meetings, etc.)		Dec-20
On-going		¤   

		Objective B: Develop a future vision and implementation plan for the investment program.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019.		* Convene a working group comprised of internal and external experts; determine scope/agenda.		3rd Quarter		 Û		TJ Carlson

						* Identify topics to address that emanate from investment beliefs and appropriate sequence, including investment decision-governance process and delegation, succession planning within the investment department, compensation within the investment department, signature authority, internal management of assets, possibly managing assets for other entities, investment reporting cycle and information to the Board (e.g., eliminate duplicative quarterly investment staff report by adding elements of compliance and risk report, fee levels, quarterly cheat sheet -- etc. to RVK report – but just have RVK provide quarterly report)		4th Quarter		 Û

						* Educate board about investment beliefs (what are they and why are they important- history/context of current investment beliefs); what does a $50 B fund investment program look like – the investments itself and the business model, present future scope for discussion/resources involved/ anticipated outcomes.				 Û

						* Committee develops draft investment beliefs for the Board’s discussion				 Û

		Objective C: Develop and promote legislation and rule amendments to clarify certain aspects of the TMRS Act		* Finalize and pursue a Board-approved Legislative agenda by Quarter 4, 2018/early 2019.		*Develop and finalize inventory of statutory suggested changes that are needed/desired to claify aspects of TMRS Act		Jun-18		¤ 		Dan Wattles

						* Present Inventory to TMRS Board for decisions on issues to address in Legislative Agenda		Dec-18		¤ 

						*Determine statute and administrative rule proposals
		Aug-18		¤ 

						*Seek Advisory Committee input on issue advantages / disadvantages and develop consensus
		Nov-18		¤ 

						*Seek TMRS Board approval of legislative agenda
		Dec-18		¤ 

						*Develop plan for administrative rules 		Dec-19

						* Engage legislative leadership for Bill Sponsorship / Support
		Jan-18

						* Engage in 86th Legislative Session (2019)		May-19

		Objective D: . Explore the effectiveness of TMRS Plan design in light of changing workforce demographics.		• Design and implement a survey methodology to assess member and employer sentiment by December 2019. 

• Establish a baseline metric by December 2020. 

• Provide targeted increase recommendations to the Board for consideration and approval by December 2020.
		* Convene an internal committee of staff to work on the project.		Oct-18		¤ 		David Gavia

						* Develop a survey to gauge employee and employer sentiment on workforce demographics and plan design.		Mar-19

						* Seek Board input on survey instrument.		Jun-19

						4.Launch survey and compile feedback; determine insights and present to the Board.		Sep-19
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      1:  Ensure the financial Stability and Long-term viability of the plan



Goal 2

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target          Future Initiative 

		Objective		Desired Outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Evaluate and present to the Board recommendations regarding the current Pension Administration System’s (NextGen, MyTMRS, City Portal, etc.) ability to continue to support TMRS customer service operations , including employer payroll reporting, in the most comprehensive, cost-effective, efficient, and secure way.		* Present overview to the Board and receive feedback on desired priorities by the end of 2018. 


* Complete a broader assessment of the Pension 
Administration System by the end of 2020.
		* Provide information and initial challenges to BOT 		Feb-18		þ   		Debbie Munoz 

Scott Willrich

						* Provide possible options and obtain Board feedback 		Jun-18		þ   

						* Evaluate proposed options and initiate research on PAS and potential consultants

						* Obtain budget approval		Dec-18		¤ 

						* Select PAS consultant to conduct needs analysis

						* Conduct Needs Analysis

						* Present results to BOT		Feb-19		¤   

		Objective B: Expand delivery of self-service capabilities.		* Assess capabilities offered versus those desired by members and employers. 

* Increase by 5% per year the adoption rate of self-service capabilities. 

* TMRS capabilities should meet or exceed that of select peers.		* Determine methodology for gathering information from cities/members/Administer and analyze city survey		19-Jul				Debbie Munoz 

						* Create a plan to gather information – Consider 3rd Party Assistance		20-Dec

						* Gather information from cities – Consider 3rd Party Assistance		20-Dec

						* Gather information from members/retirees – Consider 3rd Party Assistance

						* Prioritize Results – Consider 3rd Party Assistance

						* Seek feedback from internal staff

						* Identify exact metric to use

						* Receive Consensus

						* Determine possible additional features from feedback above

						* Determine needed resources

						* Determine if CEM data can be used to identify peers

						* Identify Peers

						* Gather Information

						* Analyze and Prioritize

		Objective C: Enhance internal systems to improve customer service operational efficiencies.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for improved efficiencies.		* Review peer call-centers to identify possible solutions for: Logging, Automated look-up, Automated Notes, Security/Fraud Protection
						Debbie Munoz

						* Determine if phone system replacement/add-on needed

						* Determine needed resources (budget/timeline)

						* Review peer’s service metric programs

						* Identify metrics we would like to implement

						* Determine if “Dashboard” format is feasible

						* Determine needed resources (budget/timeline)

						* Evaluate PAS needs analysis to identify inefficiencies

						* Prioritize inefficiencies

						* Determine needed resources (budget/timeline)

		Objective D: Develop and implement a strategic communication plan to position TMRS with major stakeholder groups.
		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for awareness and effectiveness.		* Identify audiences/groups
		Sep-18		þ   		Bill Wallace

						* Develop key messages for each identified audience		Sep-18		þ   

						* Match messages to best media / determine frequency and related costs, resources		Sep-18		þ   

						* Identify budget items needed to support plan		Aug-18		þ   

						* Prepare budget submission		Sep-18		þ   

						* Compile plan for submission		Dec-18		¤ 

		Objective E: Develop and implement new ways to communicate, including through social media, the value of the benefits amoung various segments of active and retired menbers.
		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for awareness and effectiveness.		* Identify audiences/groups
		Feb-18		þ   		David Gavia

						* Develop key messages for each identified audience		Mar-18		þ   

						* Develop means to quantify benefit values for target groups		Mar-18		þ   

						* Determine executive tolerance for new social media initiatives		Apr-18		þ   

						* Match messages to best media / determine frequency and related costs, resources		Jun-18		þ   

						* Identify budget items needed to support plan		Aug-18		þ   

						* Prepare budget submission		Sep-18		þ   

						* Compile plan for submission		Dec-18		¤ 
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Goal 2: Strengthen TMRS through excellent customer service and effective communication.



Goal 3

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target             Future Initiative

		Objective		Desired outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Enhance Board meeting productivity and efficiency. 		* Majority of Trustees perceive Board materials to be meaningful and effective in informing decisions.


* Majority of Trustees perceive that meeting time is productive and efficient.		Further refine the work plan and seek Board adoption.  Conduct a formal survey of the board to gauge their satisfaction regarding the current complexity and/or volume of materials; potential changes to materials.
		Aug-18		þ   		David Gavia

						* Convene an internal committee of staff that are major owners of materials that go to the Board:

 - Examine the length of board meetings and topics covered.  
 - Examine the amount and type of board materials.
		Aug-18		Û

						* Formalize Committee charters, including the Budget Committee and Compensation Committee.
		Jul-18		 Û

		Objective B: Create and implement a process for the Board to review the role of its current consultants. 
		* Majority of Trustees perceive the process to be meaningful and effective.		* Identify which consultants are “Board consultants”.

 - Convene a committee with staff within the agency that are the owners of the Board consultant relationship.
 - Committee develops a BOT consultant list.		May-18		 Û		David Gavia

						* Committee will identify the roles and responsibilities of each Board consultant.
		May-18		Û

						* Meet with objective owner to discuss committee’s Board Consultant finalized list.
		Jun-18		Û

						* Identify objectives of Board review; determine how the Board’s review folds in with staff’s review.		Jun-18		 Û

		Objective C: Develop a Board-approved investment fee policy.
		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019.

* Policy meets or exceeds the standards set by the GFOA Best Practice Advisory on investment fee policies.		* Develop a draft policy to codify the review characteristics and timing, include the Board’s philosophy on fees (not just lowest, but value orientation)

		Aug-18		þ   		TJ Carlson

						* Draft and present fee policy to TMRS Board of Trustees
		Dec-18		¤ 

		Objective D: Adopt a framework to monitor and report on organization-wide risk. 
		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2021.
		* Conduct and share research on implementing an enterprise risk assessment program, including Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) frameworks and associated resources/costs for an ERM Program.		Dec-18		þ   		Sandra Vice

						* Develop and implement system-wide risk identification, risk assessment, and risk mitigation activities and strategies.
		Dec-20

						* Formalize governance and reporting structures for the System’s ERM Program.
		Dec-21

		Objective E: Develop and implement a framework for monitoring and managing operational compliance throughout the organization.
		* Finalize a Board-approved framework in 2021.		* Research and gather information on parameters and current landscape of compliance programs appropriate for public pension systems.
		Aug-18				Christine Sweeney

						* Develop method(s) to educate the Board on information compiled and seek Board input on scope of compliance program framework.


						* Determine scope of program framework appropriate for TMRS based on input received and obtain Board approval of framework.
		Dec-20

						* Develop implementation plan for approved framework and determine resources needed.

						* Begin implementation of program.		Dec-22

		Objective F: Codify into policy the Board’s continuing education philosophy.   
		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2018.
		* Conduct research on peer educational policies. 
  - Receive sample BOT training policies.
  - TMRS Legal to obtain additional pension system sample Board training policies
  - Meet to review research (current guidelines, adopted, etc.)		Jun-18		¤ 		David Gavia

						* Draft a policy that is reflective of the Board’s requirements and current practices.
  - Submit draft policy for committee review
  - Provide policy review and feedback		Jun-18		Û

						* Develop a final draft Board continuing educational policy.		Oct-18		Û

						* Seek Board approval on the policy.
		Dec-18		Û
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Goal 3: Identify and implement the best governance and management structure.



Goal 4

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target             Future Initiative

		Objective		Desired outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Develop a short-term (unexpected) and longer term (planned) succession plan for key leadership positions.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019.		* Perform and review results of readiness assessment with ED and Leadership		Sep-19		þ   		Leslie Ritter

						* Identify best options for addressing both short and long succession needs for Key staff and leadership positions.		Mar-19		¤ 

						* ED and HR presents to the Board.		Dec-19		¤ 

		Objective B: Create and implement a leadership development plan.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2020. 		* Conduct and review results of leadership development assessment.		Mar-19				Leslie Ritter

						* Identify options and vendors for leadership development plan		Oct-19

						* ED presents to the Board the Leadership Development Plan.
		May-20

		Objective C: Elevate employee engagement levels. 		* Facilitate action-item recommendations to Leadership and/or the Board. 

* Maintain an overall score of 40% and above for Fully Engaged staff and a score of 10% or lower for Not Engaged staff.		* Form and facilitate Employee Engagement Taskforce (ETF) meetings.
		Aug-17		þ   		Leslie Ritter

						* Present and obtain approval of initiatives with Executive Director.		Feb-18		þ   

						* Present action-items to the Board based on ETF initiatives.		Mar-18		þ   

						* Annually conduct Engagement Survey		On-going Annually		þ   

		Objective D: Refine the compensation and performance management philosophy.

		* Finalize updated Board-approved philosophy statements by 2020.		* Assess the current compensation and performance mgmt. philosophy.
		Jan-19		¤ 		Leslie Ritter

						* Implement (procure, install and train) software for performance management 
		Mar-19		¤ 

						* Draft and review with Leadership overall plans for both
		Jun-19

						* ED presents to the Board the compensation and performance management philosophy for approval.		Mar-20

		Objective E: Develop policies and procedures that encourage leadership to improve internal communications, support innovation, and reward excellence. (*Runs concurrent and in conjunction to Engagement Objective C)		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change.

* By 2022, increase to 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers.		* Ensure Engagement Taskforce (ETF) action-items include internal communication, supporting innovation and rewarding excellence features
		On-going  		þ   		Leslie Ritter

						* Continue to stress and enforce these three values in all HR activities, including Leadership meetings, policy development, employee relations, etc.		On-going  		þ   

						* Participate and/or review national, state and local surveys pertaining to engagement, change and leadership.		On-going  		þ   

						* Annually conduct Engagement Survey		On-going  		þ   

		Objective F: Enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of organization-wide decision-making and prioritization processes.

		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change.

* By 2022, increase by 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers.		* Engage a consultant to review current organizational decision-making and make recommendations to improve centralized decision-making.
		Jun-18		Û		Leslie Ritter

						* Convene an internal task force.

		Aug-18		Û

						* Determine a plan to implement the recommendations. 
		Oct-18		Û
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Goal 4: Transform the TMRS culture to one of innovation, collaboration, and open communication.
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 Achieved          In Progress         Off Target              Future Initiative
Goal # Objective Desired outcome Due Date Status

A: Evaluate and present 
recommendations to the Board 
regarding the current Pension 
Administration System’s 
(NextGen, MyTMRS, City 
Portal, etc.) ability to continue 
to support TMRS customer 
service operations in the most 
comprehensive, cost-effective, 
efficient, and secure way. 

* Present overview to the Board 
and receive feedback on desired 
priorities by the end of 2018
* Complete a broader assessment 
of the Pension Administration 
System by 2020

2020    

B: Expand delivery of self-service 
capabilities. 

* Assess capabilities offered 
versus those desired by members 
and employers
* Increase by 5% per year the 
adoption rate of self-service 
capabilities
* TMRS capabilities should meet 
or exceed that of select peers

2021  
C: Enhance internal systems to 
improve customer service 
operational efficiencies.

* Finalize a Board-approved plan 
by 2019 that contains specific 
measures for improved 
efficiencies

2021

D: Develop and implement a 
strategic communication plan to 
position TMRS with major 
stakeholder groups. 

* Finalize a Board-approved plan 
by 2019 that contains specific 
implementation measures for 
awareness and effectiveness

2019  
E: Develop and implement new 
ways to communicate, including 
through social media, the value of 
the TMRS benefit among various 
segments of active and retired 
members. 

Finalize a Board-approved plan by 
2019 that contains specific 
measures for awareness and 
effectiveness

2019  

2: Strengthen TMRS 
through excellent 

customer service and 
effective communication.


BOT Dashboard

				þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û Off Target              Future Initiative

		Goal #		Objective		Desired outcome		Due Date		Status

		1: Ensure the financial Stability and Long-term viability of the plan
		A: Educate employers about the rate stabilization tools that are available to them through the current Plan design.		* Provide all employers with educational material on rate stabilization by the end of 2018
* Reach 100% of those employers demonstrating interest.		2020		þ   

				B: Develop a future vision and implementation plan for the investment program.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019		2019		¤   

				C: Develop and promote legislation and rule amendments to clarify certain aspects of the TMRS Act.		* Finalize and pursue a Board-approved Legislative agenda by Quarter 4, 2018 / early 2019		2019		¤   

				D: Explore the effectiveness of TMRS Plan design in light of changing workforce demographics.		* Design and implement a survey methodology to assess member and employer sentiment by December 2019. 
* Establish a baseline metric by December 2020. 
* Provide targeted increase recommendations to the Board for consideration and approval by December 2020.		2020

		2: Strengthen TMRS through excellent customer service and effective communication.		A: Evaluate and present recommendations to the Board regarding the current Pension Administration System’s (NextGen, MyTMRS, City Portal, etc.) ability to continue to support TMRS customer service operations in the most comprehensive, cost-effective, efficient, and secure way. 		* Present overview to the Board and receive feedback on desired priorities by the end of 2018
* Complete a broader assessment of the Pension Administration System by 2020		2020		¤   

				B: Expand delivery of self-service capabilities. 		* Assess capabilities offered versus those desired by members and employers
* Increase by 5% per year the adoption rate of self-service capabilities
* TMRS capabilities should meet or exceed that of select peers		2021		¤ 

				C: Enhance internal systems to improve customer service operational efficiencies.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for improved efficiencies		2021

				D: Develop and implement a strategic communication plan to position TMRS with major stakeholder groups. 		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific implementation measures for awareness and effectiveness		2019		¤ 

				E: Develop and implement new ways to communicate, including through social media, the value of the TMRS benefit among various segments of active and retired members. 		Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for awareness and effectiveness		2019		¤ 

		Goal 3: Identify and implement the best governance and management structure.
		A: Enhance Board meeting productivity.		* Majority of Trustees perceive Board materials to be meaningful and effective in informing decisions
* Majority of Trustees perceive that meeting time is productive and efficient		2019		¤ 

				B: Create and implement a process for the Board to review the role of its current consultants. 		* Majority of Trustees perceive the process to be meaningful and effective		2019		¤ 

				C: Develop a Board-approved investment fee policy. 		* Finalize a Board-approved policy by 2019
* Policy meets or exceeds the standards set by the GFOA Best Practice Advisory on investment fee policies
		2018		¤ 

				D: Adopt a framework to monitor and report on organization-wide risk. 		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2021 		2021

				E: Develop and implement a framework for monitoring and managing operational compliance throughout the organization.		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2021		2021

				F: Codify into policy the Board’s continuing education philosophy. 		* Finalize a Board-approved policy by 2018		2018		¤ 

		Goal 4: Transform the TMRS culture to one of innovation, collaboration, and open communication.		A: Develop a short-term (unexpected) and longer-term (planned) succession plan for key leadership positions. 		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019		2019		¤ 

				B: Create and implement a leadership development plan. 		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2020		2020		¤ 

				C: Elevate employee engagement levels.		* Facilitate action-item recommendations to Leadership and/or the Board 
* Maintain an overall score of 40% and above for Fully Engaged staff and a score of 10% or lower for Not Engaged staff
		2020		¤ 

				D: Refine the compensation and performance management philosophy.		* Finalize updated Board-approved philosophy statements by 2020		2020		¤ 

				E: Develop policies and procedures that encourage leadership to improve internal communications, support innovation, and reward excellence.		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change
* By 2022, increase by 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers		2019		¤ 

				F: Enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of organization-wide decision-making and prioritization processes.		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change
* By 2022, increase by 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers 		2019		¤ 
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Exceptions

		Goal		Objective		Performance Measure		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner		Notes

		Goal 4: Transform the TMRS culture to one of innovation, collaboration, and open communication.		Objective B. Create and implement a leadership development plan. 		Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2020.		Conduct discovery meetings with key resources.
		Q3 18'		Activity start delayed due to key resources availability.		Leslie Ritter		Working with vendor and internal resources to confirm kick-off meeting date.
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Goal 1

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target           Future Initiative 

		Objective		Desired outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Educate employers about the rate stabilization tools that are available to them through the current Plan design.		* Provide all employers with educational material on rate stabilization by the end of 2018.

* Reach 100% of those employers demonstrating interest.		* Educational page in annual rate letters to all employers.		Jun-18		þ   		Leslee Hardy

						* Explore alternative ways to communicate available tools to employers.  (e.g. Executive workshops, city meetings, etc.)		Dec-18		¤   

		Objective B: Develop a future vision and implementation plan for the investment program.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019.		* Convene a working group comprised of internal and external experts; determine scope/agenda.		3rd Quarter		 Û		TJ Carlson

						* Identify topics to address that emanate from investment beliefs and appropriate sequence, including investment decision-governance process and delegation, succession planning within the investment department, compensation within the investment department, signature authority, internal management of assets, possibly managing assets for other entities, investment reporting cycle and information to the Board (e.g., eliminate duplicative quarterly investment staff report by adding elements of compliance and risk report, fee levels, quarterly cheat sheet -- etc. to RVK report – but just have RVK provide quarterly report)		4th Quarter		 Û

						* Educate board about investment beliefs (what are they and why are they important- history/context of current investment beliefs); what does a $50 B fund investment program look like – the investments itself and the business model, present future scope for discussion/resources involved/ anticipated outcomes.				 Û

						* Committee develops draft investment beliefs for the Board’s discussion				 Û

		Objective C: Develop and promote legislation and rule amendments to clarify certain aspects of the TMRS Act		* Finalize and pursue a Board-approved Legislative agenda by Quarter 4, 2018/early 2019.		*Develop and finalize inventory of statutory suggested changes that are needed/desired to claify aspects of TMRS Act		Jun-18		¤ 		Dan Wattles

						* Present Inventory to TMRS Board for decisions on issues to address in Legislative Agenda		Dec-18		¤ 

						*Determine statute and administrative rule proposals
		Aug-18		¤ 

						*Seek Advisory Committee input on issue advantages / disadvantages and develop consensus
		Nov-18		¤ 

						*Seek TMRS Board approval of legislative agenda
		Dec-18		¤ 

						*Develop plan for administrative rules 		Dec-19

						* Engage legislative leadership for Bill Sponsorship / Support
		Jan-18

						* Engage in 86th Legislative Session (2019)		May-19

		Objective D: . Explore the effectiveness of TMRS Plan design in light of changing workforce demographics.		• Design and implement a survey methodology to assess member and employer sentiment by December 2019. 

• Establish a baseline metric by December 2020. 

• Provide targeted increase recommendations to the Board for consideration and approval by December 2020.
		* Convene an internal committee of staff to work on the project.		Oct-18		¤ 		David Gavia

						* Develop a survey to gauge employee and employer sentiment on workforce demographics and plan design.		Mar-19

						* Seek Board input on survey instrument.		Jun-19

						4.Launch survey and compile feedback; determine insights and present to the Board.		Sep-19
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      1:  Ensure the financial Stability and Long-term viability of the plan



Goal 2

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target          Future Initiative 

		Objective		Desired Outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Evaluate and present to the Board recommendations regarding the current Pension Administration System’s (NextGen, MyTMRS, City Portal, etc.) ability to continue to support TMRS customer service operations , including employer payroll reporting, in the most comprehensive, cost-effective, efficient, and secure way.		* Present overview to the Board and receive feedback on desired priorities by the end of 2018. 


* Complete a broader assessment of the Pension 
Administration System by the end of 2020.
		* Provide information and initial challenges to BOT 		Feb-18		þ   		Debbie Munoz 

Scott Willrich

						* Provide possible options and obtain Board feedback 		Jun-18		þ   

						* Evaluate proposed options and initiate research on PAS and potential consultants

						* Obtain budget approval		Dec-18		¤ 

						* Select PAS consultant to conduct needs analysis

						* Conduct Needs Analysis

						* Present results to BOT		Feb-19		¤   

		Objective B: Expand delivery of self-service capabilities.		* Assess capabilities offered versus those desired by members and employers. 

* Increase by 5% per year the adoption rate of self-service capabilities. 

* TMRS capabilities should meet or exceed that of select peers.		* Determine methodology for gathering information from cities/members/Administer and analyze city survey		19-Jul				Debbie Munoz 

						* Create a plan to gather information – Consider 3rd Party Assistance		20-Dec

						* Gather information from cities – Consider 3rd Party Assistance		20-Dec

						* Gather information from members/retirees – Consider 3rd Party Assistance

						* Prioritize Results – Consider 3rd Party Assistance

						* Seek feedback from internal staff

						* Identify exact metric to use

						* Receive Consensus

						* Determine possible additional features from feedback above

						* Determine needed resources

						* Determine if CEM data can be used to identify peers

						* Identify Peers

						* Gather Information

						* Analyze and Prioritize

		Objective C: Enhance internal systems to improve customer service operational efficiencies.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for improved efficiencies.		* Review peer call-centers to identify possible solutions for: Logging, Automated look-up, Automated Notes, Security/Fraud Protection
						Debbie Munoz

						* Determine if phone system replacement/add-on needed

						* Determine needed resources (budget/timeline)

						* Review peer’s service metric programs

						* Identify metrics we would like to implement

						* Determine if “Dashboard” format is feasible

						* Determine needed resources (budget/timeline)

						* Evaluate PAS needs analysis to identify inefficiencies

						* Prioritize inefficiencies

						* Determine needed resources (budget/timeline)

		Objective D: Develop and implement a strategic communication plan to position TMRS with major stakeholder groups.
		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for awareness and effectiveness.		* Identify audiences/groups
		Sep-18		þ   		Bill Wallace

						* Develop key messages for each identified audience		Sep-18		þ   

						* Match messages to best media / determine frequency and related costs, resources		Sep-18		þ   

						* Identify budget items needed to support plan		Aug-18		þ   

						* Prepare budget submission		Sep-18		þ   

						* Compile plan for submission		Dec-18		¤ 

		Objective E: Develop and implement new ways to communicate, including through social media, the value of the benefits amoung various segments of active and retired menbers.
		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for awareness and effectiveness.		* Identify audiences/groups
		Feb-18		þ   		David Gavia

						* Develop key messages for each identified audience		Mar-18		þ   

						* Develop means to quantify benefit values for target groups		Mar-18		þ   

						* Determine executive tolerance for new social media initiatives		Apr-18		þ   

						* Match messages to best media / determine frequency and related costs, resources		Jun-18		þ   

						* Identify budget items needed to support plan		Aug-18		þ   

						* Prepare budget submission		Sep-18		þ   

						* Compile plan for submission		Dec-18		¤ 
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Goal 2: Strengthen TMRS through excellent customer service and effective communication.



Goal 3

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target             Future Initiative

		Objective		Desired outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Enhance Board meeting productivity and efficiency. 		* Majority of Trustees perceive Board materials to be meaningful and effective in informing decisions.


* Majority of Trustees perceive that meeting time is productive and efficient.		Further refine the work plan and seek Board adoption.  Conduct a formal survey of the board to gauge their satisfaction regarding the current complexity and/or volume of materials; potential changes to materials.
		Aug-18		þ   		David Gavia

						* Convene an internal committee of staff that are major owners of materials that go to the Board:

 - Examine the length of board meetings and topics covered.  
 - Examine the amount and type of board materials.
		Aug-18		Û

						* Formalize Committee charters, including the Budget Committee and Compensation Committee.
		Jul-18		 Û

		Objective B: Create and implement a process for the Board to review the role of its current consultants. 
		* Majority of Trustees perceive the process to be meaningful and effective.		* Identify which consultants are “Board consultants”.

 - Convene a committee with staff within the agency that are the owners of the Board consultant relationship.
 - Committee develops a BOT consultant list.		May-18		 Û		David Gavia

						* Committee will identify the roles and responsibilities of each Board consultant.
		May-18		Û

						* Meet with objective owner to discuss committee’s Board Consultant finalized list.
		Jun-18		Û

						* Identify objectives of Board review; determine how the Board’s review folds in with staff’s review.		Jun-18		 Û

		Objective C: Develop a Board-approved investment fee policy.
		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019.

* Policy meets or exceeds the standards set by the GFOA Best Practice Advisory on investment fee policies.		* Develop a draft policy to codify the review characteristics and timing, include the Board’s philosophy on fees (not just lowest, but value orientation)

		Aug-18		þ   		TJ Carlson

						* Draft and present fee policy to TMRS Board of Trustees
		Dec-18		¤ 

		Objective D: Adopt a framework to monitor and report on organization-wide risk. 
		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2021.
		* Conduct and share research on implementing an enterprise risk assessment program, including Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) frameworks and associated resources/costs for an ERM Program.		Dec-18		þ   		Sandra Vice

						* Develop and implement system-wide risk identification, risk assessment, and risk mitigation activities and strategies.
		Dec-20

						* Formalize governance and reporting structures for the System’s ERM Program.
		Dec-21

		Objective E: Develop and implement a framework for monitoring and managing operational compliance throughout the organization.
		* Finalize a Board-approved framework in 2021.		* Research and gather information on parameters and current landscape of compliance programs appropriate for public pension systems.
		Aug-18				Christine Sweeney

						* Develop method(s) to educate the Board on information compiled and seek Board input on scope of compliance program framework.


						* Determine scope of program framework appropriate for TMRS based on input received and obtain Board approval of framework.
		Dec-20

						* Develop implementation plan for approved framework and determine resources needed.

						* Begin implementation of program.		Dec-22

		Objective F: Codify into policy the Board’s continuing education philosophy.   
		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2018.
		* Conduct research on peer educational policies. 
  - Receive sample BOT training policies.
  - TMRS Legal to obtain additional pension system sample Board training policies
  - Meet to review research (current guidelines, adopted, etc.)		Jun-18		¤ 		David Gavia

						* Draft a policy that is reflective of the Board’s requirements and current practices.
  - Submit draft policy for committee review
  - Provide policy review and feedback		Jun-18		Û

						* Develop a final draft Board continuing educational policy.		Oct-18		Û

						* Seek Board approval on the policy.
		Dec-18		Û
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Goal 3: Identify and implement the best governance and management structure.



Goal 4

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target             Future Initiative

		Objective		Desired outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Develop a short-term (unexpected) and longer term (planned) succession plan for key leadership positions.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019.		* Perform and review results of readiness assessment with ED and Leadership		Sep-19		þ   		Leslie Ritter

						* Identify best options for addressing both short and long succession needs for Key staff and leadership positions.		Mar-19		¤ 

						* ED and HR presents to the Board.		Dec-19		¤ 

		Objective B: Create and implement a leadership development plan.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2020. 		* Conduct and review results of leadership development assessment.		Mar-19				Leslie Ritter

						* Identify options and vendors for leadership development plan		Oct-19

						* ED presents to the Board the Leadership Development Plan.
		May-20

		Objective C: Elevate employee engagement levels. 		* Facilitate action-item recommendations to Leadership and/or the Board. 

* Maintain an overall score of 40% and above for Fully Engaged staff and a score of 10% or lower for Not Engaged staff.		* Form and facilitate Employee Engagement Taskforce (ETF) meetings.
		Aug-17		þ   		Leslie Ritter

						* Present and obtain approval of initiatives with Executive Director.		Feb-18		þ   

						* Present action-items to the Board based on ETF initiatives.		Mar-18		þ   

						* Annually conduct Engagement Survey		On-going Annually		þ   

		Objective D: Refine the compensation and performance management philosophy.

		* Finalize updated Board-approved philosophy statements by 2020.		* Assess the current compensation and performance mgmt. philosophy.
		Jan-19		¤ 		Leslie Ritter

						* Implement (procure, install and train) software for performance management 
		Mar-19		¤ 

						* Draft and review with Leadership overall plans for both
		Jun-19

						* ED presents to the Board the compensation and performance management philosophy for approval.		Mar-20

		Objective E: Develop policies and procedures that encourage leadership to improve internal communications, support innovation, and reward excellence. (*Runs concurrent and in conjunction to Engagement Objective C)		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change.

* By 2022, increase to 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers.		* Ensure Engagement Taskforce (ETF) action-items include internal communication, supporting innovation and rewarding excellence features
		On-going  		þ   		Leslie Ritter

						* Continue to stress and enforce these three values in all HR activities, including Leadership meetings, policy development, employee relations, etc.		On-going  		þ   

						* Participate and/or review national, state and local surveys pertaining to engagement, change and leadership.		On-going  		þ   

						* Annually conduct Engagement Survey		On-going  		þ   

		Objective F: Enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of organization-wide decision-making and prioritization processes.

		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change.

* By 2022, increase by 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers.		* Engage a consultant to review current organizational decision-making and make recommendations to improve centralized decision-making.
		Jun-18		Û		Leslie Ritter

						* Convene an internal task force.

		Aug-18		Û

						* Determine a plan to implement the recommendations. 
		Oct-18		Û
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Goal 4: Transform the TMRS culture to one of innovation, collaboration, and open communication.
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 Achieved          In Progress         Off Target              Future Initiative
Goal # Objective Desired outcome Due Date Status

A: Enhance Board meeting 
productivity.

* Majority of Trustees perceive 
Board materials to be meaningful 
and effective in informing 
decisions
* Majority of Trustees perceive 
that meeting time is productive 
and efficient

2019  
B: Create and implement a 
process for the Board to review 
the role of its current consultants. 

* Majority of Trustees perceive the 
process to be meaningful and 
effective

2019  
C: Develop a Board-approved 
investment fee policy. 

* Finalize a Board-approved policy 
by 2019
* Policy meets or exceeds the 
standards set by the GFOA Best 
Practice Advisory on investment 
fee policies

2018  
D: Adopt a framework to monitor 
and report on organization-wide 
risk. 

* Finalize a Board-approved 
framework by 2021 2021

E: Develop and implement a 
framework for monitoring and 
managing operational compliance 
throughout the organization.

* Finalize a Board-approved 
framework by 2021 2021

F: Codify into policy the Board’s 
continuing education philosophy. 

* Finalize a Board-approved policy 
by 2018 2018  

Goal 3: Identify and 
implement the best 

governance and 
management structure.


BOT Dashboard

				þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û Off Target              Future Initiative

		Goal #		Objective		Desired outcome		Due Date		Status

		1: Ensure the financial Stability and Long-term viability of the plan
		A: Educate employers about the rate stabilization tools that are available to them through the current Plan design.		* Provide all employers with educational material on rate stabilization by the end of 2018
* Reach 100% of those employers demonstrating interest.		2020		þ   

				B: Develop a future vision and implementation plan for the investment program.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019		2019		¤   

				C: Develop and promote legislation and rule amendments to clarify certain aspects of the TMRS Act.		* Finalize and pursue a Board-approved Legislative agenda by Quarter 4, 2018 / early 2019		2019		¤   

				D: Explore the effectiveness of TMRS Plan design in light of changing workforce demographics.		* Design and implement a survey methodology to assess member and employer sentiment by December 2019. 
* Establish a baseline metric by December 2020. 
* Provide targeted increase recommendations to the Board for consideration and approval by December 2020.		2020

		Goal 3: Identify and implement the best governance and management structure.
		A: Enhance Board meeting productivity.		* Majority of Trustees perceive Board materials to be meaningful and effective in informing decisions
* Majority of Trustees perceive that meeting time is productive and efficient		2019		¤ 

				B: Create and implement a process for the Board to review the role of its current consultants. 		* Majority of Trustees perceive the process to be meaningful and effective		2019		¤ 

				C: Develop a Board-approved investment fee policy. 		* Finalize a Board-approved policy by 2019
* Policy meets or exceeds the standards set by the GFOA Best Practice Advisory on investment fee policies
		2018		¤ 

				D: Adopt a framework to monitor and report on organization-wide risk. 		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2021 		2021

				E: Develop and implement a framework for monitoring and managing operational compliance throughout the organization.		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2021		2021

				F: Codify into policy the Board’s continuing education philosophy. 		* Finalize a Board-approved policy by 2018		2018		¤ 

		Goal 4: Transform the TMRS culture to one of innovation, collaboration, and open communication.		A: Develop a short-term (unexpected) and longer-term (planned) succession plan for key leadership positions. 		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019		2019		¤ 

				B: Create and implement a leadership development plan. 		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2020		2020		¤ 

				C: Elevate employee engagement levels.		* Facilitate action-item recommendations to Leadership and/or the Board 
* Maintain an overall score of 40% and above for Fully Engaged staff and a score of 10% or lower for Not Engaged staff
		2020		¤ 

				D: Refine the compensation and performance management philosophy.		* Finalize updated Board-approved philosophy statements by 2020		2020		¤ 

				E: Develop policies and procedures that encourage leadership to improve internal communications, support innovation, and reward excellence.		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change
* By 2022, increase by 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers		2019		¤ 

				F: Enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of organization-wide decision-making and prioritization processes.		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change
* By 2022, increase by 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers 		2019		¤ 
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Exceptions

		Goal		Objective		Performance Measure		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner		Notes

		Goal 4: Transform the TMRS culture to one of innovation, collaboration, and open communication.		Objective B. Create and implement a leadership development plan. 		Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2020.		Conduct discovery meetings with key resources.
		Q3 18'		Activity start delayed due to key resources availability.		Leslie Ritter		Working with vendor and internal resources to confirm kick-off meeting date.
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Goal 1

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target           Future Initiative 

		Objective		Desired outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Educate employers about the rate stabilization tools that are available to them through the current Plan design.		* Provide all employers with educational material on rate stabilization by the end of 2018.

* Reach 100% of those employers demonstrating interest.		* Educational page in annual rate letters to all employers.		Jun-18		þ   		Leslee Hardy

						* Explore alternative ways to communicate available tools to employers.  (e.g. Executive workshops, city meetings, etc.)		Dec-18		¤   

		Objective B: Develop a future vision and implementation plan for the investment program.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019.		* Convene a working group comprised of internal and external experts; determine scope/agenda.		3rd Quarter		 Û		TJ Carlson

						* Identify topics to address that emanate from investment beliefs and appropriate sequence, including investment decision-governance process and delegation, succession planning within the investment department, compensation within the investment department, signature authority, internal management of assets, possibly managing assets for other entities, investment reporting cycle and information to the Board (e.g., eliminate duplicative quarterly investment staff report by adding elements of compliance and risk report, fee levels, quarterly cheat sheet -- etc. to RVK report – but just have RVK provide quarterly report)		4th Quarter		 Û

						* Educate board about investment beliefs (what are they and why are they important- history/context of current investment beliefs); what does a $50 B fund investment program look like – the investments itself and the business model, present future scope for discussion/resources involved/ anticipated outcomes.				 Û

						* Committee develops draft investment beliefs for the Board’s discussion				 Û

		Objective C: Develop and promote legislation and rule amendments to clarify certain aspects of the TMRS Act		* Finalize and pursue a Board-approved Legislative agenda by Quarter 4, 2018/early 2019.		*Develop and finalize inventory of statutory suggested changes that are needed/desired to claify aspects of TMRS Act		Jun-18		¤ 		Dan Wattles

						* Present Inventory to TMRS Board for decisions on issues to address in Legislative Agenda		Dec-18		¤ 

						*Determine statute and administrative rule proposals
		Aug-18		¤ 

						*Seek Advisory Committee input on issue advantages / disadvantages and develop consensus
		Nov-18		¤ 

						*Seek TMRS Board approval of legislative agenda
		Dec-18		¤ 

						*Develop plan for administrative rules 		Dec-19

						* Engage legislative leadership for Bill Sponsorship / Support
		Jan-18

						* Engage in 86th Legislative Session (2019)		May-19

		Objective D: . Explore the effectiveness of TMRS Plan design in light of changing workforce demographics.		• Design and implement a survey methodology to assess member and employer sentiment by December 2019. 

• Establish a baseline metric by December 2020. 

• Provide targeted increase recommendations to the Board for consideration and approval by December 2020.
		* Convene an internal committee of staff to work on the project.		Oct-18		¤ 		David Gavia

						* Develop a survey to gauge employee and employer sentiment on workforce demographics and plan design.		Mar-19

						* Seek Board input on survey instrument.		Jun-19

						4.Launch survey and compile feedback; determine insights and present to the Board.		Sep-19
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      1:  Ensure the financial Stability and Long-term viability of the plan



Goal 2

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target          Future Initiative 

		Objective		Desired Outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Evaluate and present to the Board recommendations regarding the current Pension Administration System’s (NextGen, MyTMRS, City Portal, etc.) ability to continue to support TMRS customer service operations , including employer payroll reporting, in the most comprehensive, cost-effective, efficient, and secure way.		* Present overview to the Board and receive feedback on desired priorities by the end of 2018. 


* Complete a broader assessment of the Pension 
Administration System by the end of 2020.
		* Provide information and initial challenges to BOT 		Feb-18		þ   		Debbie Munoz 

Scott Willrich

						* Provide possible options and obtain Board feedback 		Jun-18		þ   

						* Evaluate proposed options and initiate research on PAS and potential consultants

						* Obtain budget approval		Dec-18		¤ 

						* Select PAS consultant to conduct needs analysis

						* Conduct Needs Analysis

						* Present results to BOT		Feb-19		¤   

		Objective B: Expand delivery of self-service capabilities.		* Assess capabilities offered versus those desired by members and employers. 

* Increase by 5% per year the adoption rate of self-service capabilities. 

* TMRS capabilities should meet or exceed that of select peers.		* Determine methodology for gathering information from cities/members/Administer and analyze city survey		19-Jul				Debbie Munoz 

						* Create a plan to gather information – Consider 3rd Party Assistance		20-Dec

						* Gather information from cities – Consider 3rd Party Assistance		20-Dec

						* Gather information from members/retirees – Consider 3rd Party Assistance

						* Prioritize Results – Consider 3rd Party Assistance

						* Seek feedback from internal staff

						* Identify exact metric to use

						* Receive Consensus

						* Determine possible additional features from feedback above

						* Determine needed resources

						* Determine if CEM data can be used to identify peers

						* Identify Peers

						* Gather Information

						* Analyze and Prioritize

		Objective C: Enhance internal systems to improve customer service operational efficiencies.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for improved efficiencies.		* Review peer call-centers to identify possible solutions for: Logging, Automated look-up, Automated Notes, Security/Fraud Protection
						Debbie Munoz

						* Determine if phone system replacement/add-on needed

						* Determine needed resources (budget/timeline)

						* Review peer’s service metric programs

						* Identify metrics we would like to implement

						* Determine if “Dashboard” format is feasible

						* Determine needed resources (budget/timeline)

						* Evaluate PAS needs analysis to identify inefficiencies

						* Prioritize inefficiencies

						* Determine needed resources (budget/timeline)

		Objective D: Develop and implement a strategic communication plan to position TMRS with major stakeholder groups.
		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for awareness and effectiveness.		* Identify audiences/groups
		Sep-18		þ   		Bill Wallace

						* Develop key messages for each identified audience		Sep-18		þ   

						* Match messages to best media / determine frequency and related costs, resources		Sep-18		þ   

						* Identify budget items needed to support plan		Aug-18		þ   

						* Prepare budget submission		Sep-18		þ   

						* Compile plan for submission		Dec-18		¤ 

		Objective E: Develop and implement new ways to communicate, including through social media, the value of the benefits amoung various segments of active and retired menbers.
		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for awareness and effectiveness.		* Identify audiences/groups
		Feb-18		þ   		David Gavia

						* Develop key messages for each identified audience		Mar-18		þ   

						* Develop means to quantify benefit values for target groups		Mar-18		þ   

						* Determine executive tolerance for new social media initiatives		Apr-18		þ   

						* Match messages to best media / determine frequency and related costs, resources		Jun-18		þ   

						* Identify budget items needed to support plan		Aug-18		þ   

						* Prepare budget submission		Sep-18		þ   

						* Compile plan for submission		Dec-18		¤ 
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Goal 2: Strengthen TMRS through excellent customer service and effective communication.



Goal 3

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target             Future Initiative

		Objective		Desired outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Enhance Board meeting productivity and efficiency. 		* Majority of Trustees perceive Board materials to be meaningful and effective in informing decisions.


* Majority of Trustees perceive that meeting time is productive and efficient.		Further refine the work plan and seek Board adoption.  Conduct a formal survey of the board to gauge their satisfaction regarding the current complexity and/or volume of materials; potential changes to materials.
		Aug-18		þ   		David Gavia

						* Convene an internal committee of staff that are major owners of materials that go to the Board:

 - Examine the length of board meetings and topics covered.  
 - Examine the amount and type of board materials.
		Aug-18		Û

						* Formalize Committee charters, including the Budget Committee and Compensation Committee.
		Jul-18		 Û

		Objective B: Create and implement a process for the Board to review the role of its current consultants. 
		* Majority of Trustees perceive the process to be meaningful and effective.		* Identify which consultants are “Board consultants”.

 - Convene a committee with staff within the agency that are the owners of the Board consultant relationship.
 - Committee develops a BOT consultant list.		May-18		 Û		David Gavia

						* Committee will identify the roles and responsibilities of each Board consultant.
		May-18		Û

						* Meet with objective owner to discuss committee’s Board Consultant finalized list.
		Jun-18		Û

						* Identify objectives of Board review; determine how the Board’s review folds in with staff’s review.		Jun-18		 Û

		Objective C: Develop a Board-approved investment fee policy.
		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019.

* Policy meets or exceeds the standards set by the GFOA Best Practice Advisory on investment fee policies.		* Develop a draft policy to codify the review characteristics and timing, include the Board’s philosophy on fees (not just lowest, but value orientation)

		Aug-18		þ   		TJ Carlson

						* Draft and present fee policy to TMRS Board of Trustees
		Dec-18		¤ 

		Objective D: Adopt a framework to monitor and report on organization-wide risk. 
		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2021.
		* Conduct and share research on implementing an enterprise risk assessment program, including Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) frameworks and associated resources/costs for an ERM Program.		Dec-18		þ   		Sandra Vice

						* Develop and implement system-wide risk identification, risk assessment, and risk mitigation activities and strategies.
		Dec-20

						* Formalize governance and reporting structures for the System’s ERM Program.
		Dec-21

		Objective E: Develop and implement a framework for monitoring and managing operational compliance throughout the organization.
		* Finalize a Board-approved framework in 2021.		* Research and gather information on parameters and current landscape of compliance programs appropriate for public pension systems.
		Aug-18				Christine Sweeney

						* Develop method(s) to educate the Board on information compiled and seek Board input on scope of compliance program framework.


						* Determine scope of program framework appropriate for TMRS based on input received and obtain Board approval of framework.
		Dec-20

						* Develop implementation plan for approved framework and determine resources needed.

						* Begin implementation of program.		Dec-22

		Objective F: Codify into policy the Board’s continuing education philosophy.   
		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2018.
		* Conduct research on peer educational policies. 
  - Receive sample BOT training policies.
  - TMRS Legal to obtain additional pension system sample Board training policies
  - Meet to review research (current guidelines, adopted, etc.)		Jun-18		¤ 		David Gavia

						* Draft a policy that is reflective of the Board’s requirements and current practices.
  - Submit draft policy for committee review
  - Provide policy review and feedback		Jun-18		Û

						* Develop a final draft Board continuing educational policy.		Oct-18		Û

						* Seek Board approval on the policy.
		Dec-18		Û
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Goal 3: Identify and implement the best governance and management structure.



Goal 4

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target             Future Initiative

		Objective		Desired outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Develop a short-term (unexpected) and longer term (planned) succession plan for key leadership positions.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019.		* Perform and review results of readiness assessment with ED and Leadership		Sep-19		þ   		Leslie Ritter

						* Identify best options for addressing both short and long succession needs for Key staff and leadership positions.		Mar-19		¤ 

						* ED and HR presents to the Board.		Dec-19		¤ 

		Objective B: Create and implement a leadership development plan.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2020. 		* Conduct and review results of leadership development assessment.		Mar-19				Leslie Ritter

						* Identify options and vendors for leadership development plan		Oct-19

						* ED presents to the Board the Leadership Development Plan.
		May-20

		Objective C: Elevate employee engagement levels. 		* Facilitate action-item recommendations to Leadership and/or the Board. 

* Maintain an overall score of 40% and above for Fully Engaged staff and a score of 10% or lower for Not Engaged staff.		* Form and facilitate Employee Engagement Taskforce (ETF) meetings.
		Aug-17		þ   		Leslie Ritter

						* Present and obtain approval of initiatives with Executive Director.		Feb-18		þ   

						* Present action-items to the Board based on ETF initiatives.		Mar-18		þ   

						* Annually conduct Engagement Survey		On-going Annually		þ   

		Objective D: Refine the compensation and performance management philosophy.

		* Finalize updated Board-approved philosophy statements by 2020.		* Assess the current compensation and performance mgmt. philosophy.
		Jan-19		¤ 		Leslie Ritter

						* Implement (procure, install and train) software for performance management 
		Mar-19		¤ 

						* Draft and review with Leadership overall plans for both
		Jun-19

						* ED presents to the Board the compensation and performance management philosophy for approval.		Mar-20

		Objective E: Develop policies and procedures that encourage leadership to improve internal communications, support innovation, and reward excellence. (*Runs concurrent and in conjunction to Engagement Objective C)		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change.

* By 2022, increase to 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers.		* Ensure Engagement Taskforce (ETF) action-items include internal communication, supporting innovation and rewarding excellence features
		On-going  		þ   		Leslie Ritter

						* Continue to stress and enforce these three values in all HR activities, including Leadership meetings, policy development, employee relations, etc.		On-going  		þ   

						* Participate and/or review national, state and local surveys pertaining to engagement, change and leadership.		On-going  		þ   

						* Annually conduct Engagement Survey		On-going  		þ   

		Objective F: Enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of organization-wide decision-making and prioritization processes.

		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change.

* By 2022, increase by 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers.		* Engage a consultant to review current organizational decision-making and make recommendations to improve centralized decision-making.
		Jun-18		Û		Leslie Ritter

						* Convene an internal task force.

		Aug-18		Û

						* Determine a plan to implement the recommendations. 
		Oct-18		Û
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Goal 4: Transform the TMRS culture to one of innovation, collaboration, and open communication.
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 Achieved          In Progress         Off Target              Future Initiative
Goal # Objective Desired outcome Due Date Status

A: Develop a short-term 
(unexpected) and longer-term 
(planned) succession plan for 
key leadership positions. 

* Finalize a Board-approved plan 
by 2019 2019  

B: Create and implement a 
leadership development plan. 

* Finalize a Board-approved plan 
by 2020

2020  
C: Elevate employee engagement 
levels.

* Facilitate action-item 
recommendations to Leadership 
and/or the Board 
* Maintain an overall score of 40% 
and above for Fully Engaged staff 
and a score of 10% or lower for 
Not Engaged staff

2020  
D: Refine the compensation and 
performance management 
philosophy.

* Finalize updated Board-
approved philosophy statements 
by 2020

2020  
E: Develop policies and 
procedures that encourage 
leadership to improve internal 
communications, support 
innovation, and reward excellence.

* Continue to exceed the scores of 
state and local government peers 
in Leadership/Managing Change
* By 2022, increase by 5% 
employee engagement levels with 
respect to Leadership/Managing 
Change and My Work 
factors/drivers

2019  
F: Enhance the effectiveness and 
efficiency of organization-wide 
decision-making and prioritization 
processes.

* Continue to exceed the scores of 
state and local government peers 
in Leadership/Managing Change
* By 2022, increase by 5% 
employee engagement levels with 
respect to Leadership/Managing 
Change and My Work 
factors/drivers 

2019  

Goal 4: Transform the 
TMRS culture to one of 

innovation, collaboration, 
and open 

communication.


BOT Dashboard

				þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û Off Target              Future Initiative

		Goal #		Objective		Desired outcome		Due Date		Status

		1: Ensure the financial Stability and Long-term viability of the plan
		A: Educate employers about the rate stabilization tools that are available to them through the current Plan design.		* Provide all employers with educational material on rate stabilization by the end of 2018
* Reach 100% of those employers demonstrating interest.		2020		þ   

				B: Develop a future vision and implementation plan for the investment program.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019		2019		¤   

				C: Develop and promote legislation and rule amendments to clarify certain aspects of the TMRS Act.		* Finalize and pursue a Board-approved Legislative agenda by Quarter 4, 2018 / early 2019		2019		¤   

				D: Explore the effectiveness of TMRS Plan design in light of changing workforce demographics.		* Design and implement a survey methodology to assess member and employer sentiment by December 2019. 
* Establish a baseline metric by December 2020. 
* Provide targeted increase recommendations to the Board for consideration and approval by December 2020.		2020

		2: Strengthen TMRS through excellent customer service and effective communication.		A: Evaluate and present recommendations to the Board regarding the current Pension Administration System’s (NextGen, MyTMRS, City Portal, etc.) ability to continue to support TMRS customer service operations in the most comprehensive, cost-effective, efficient, and secure way. 		* Present overview to the Board and receive feedback on desired priorities by the end of 2018
* Complete a broader assessment of the Pension Administration System by 2020		2020		¤   

				B: Expand delivery of self-service capabilities. 		* Assess capabilities offered versus those desired by members and employers
* Increase by 5% per year the adoption rate of self-service capabilities
* TMRS capabilities should meet or exceed that of select peers		2021		¤ 

				C: Enhance internal systems to improve customer service operational efficiencies.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for improved efficiencies		2021

				D: Develop and implement a strategic communication plan to position TMRS with major stakeholder groups. 		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific implementation measures for awareness and effectiveness		2019		¤ 

				E: Develop and implement new ways to communicate, including through social media, the value of the TMRS benefit among various segments of active and retired members. 		Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for awareness and effectiveness		2019		¤ 

		Goal 3: Identify and implement the best governance and management structure.
		A: Enhance Board meeting productivity.		* Majority of Trustees perceive Board materials to be meaningful and effective in informing decisions
* Majority of Trustees perceive that meeting time is productive and efficient		2019		¤ 

				B: Create and implement a process for the Board to review the role of its current consultants. 		* Majority of Trustees perceive the process to be meaningful and effective		2019		¤ 

				C: Develop a Board-approved investment fee policy. 		* Finalize a Board-approved policy by 2019
* Policy meets or exceeds the standards set by the GFOA Best Practice Advisory on investment fee policies
		2018		¤ 

				D: Adopt a framework to monitor and report on organization-wide risk. 		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2021 		2021

				E: Develop and implement a framework for monitoring and managing operational compliance throughout the organization.		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2021		2021

				F: Codify into policy the Board’s continuing education philosophy. 		* Finalize a Board-approved policy by 2018		2018		¤ 

		Goal 4: Transform the TMRS culture to one of innovation, collaboration, and open communication.		A: Develop a short-term (unexpected) and longer-term (planned) succession plan for key leadership positions. 		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019		2019		¤ 

				B: Create and implement a leadership development plan. 		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2020		2020		¤ 

				C: Elevate employee engagement levels.		* Facilitate action-item recommendations to Leadership and/or the Board 
* Maintain an overall score of 40% and above for Fully Engaged staff and a score of 10% or lower for Not Engaged staff
		2020		¤ 

				D: Refine the compensation and performance management philosophy.		* Finalize updated Board-approved philosophy statements by 2020		2020		¤ 

				E: Develop policies and procedures that encourage leadership to improve internal communications, support innovation, and reward excellence.		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change
* By 2022, increase by 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers		2019		¤ 

				F: Enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of organization-wide decision-making and prioritization processes.		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change
* By 2022, increase by 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers 		2019		¤ 
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Exceptions

		Goal		Objective		Performance Measure		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner		Notes

		Goal 4: Transform the TMRS culture to one of innovation, collaboration, and open communication.		Objective B. Create and implement a leadership development plan. 		Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2020.		Conduct discovery meetings with key resources.
		Q3 18'		Activity start delayed due to key resources availability.		Leslie Ritter		Working with vendor and internal resources to confirm kick-off meeting date.
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Goal 1

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target           Future Initiative 

		Objective		Desired outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Educate employers about the rate stabilization tools that are available to them through the current Plan design.		* Provide all employers with educational material on rate stabilization by the end of 2018.

* Reach 100% of those employers demonstrating interest.		* Educational page in annual rate letters to all employers.		Jun-18		þ   		Leslee Hardy

						* Explore alternative ways to communicate available tools to employers.  (e.g. Executive workshops, city meetings, etc.)		Dec-18		¤   

		Objective B: Develop a future vision and implementation plan for the investment program.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019.		* Convene a working group comprised of internal and external experts; determine scope/agenda.		3rd Quarter		 Û		TJ Carlson

						* Identify topics to address that emanate from investment beliefs and appropriate sequence, including investment decision-governance process and delegation, succession planning within the investment department, compensation within the investment department, signature authority, internal management of assets, possibly managing assets for other entities, investment reporting cycle and information to the Board (e.g., eliminate duplicative quarterly investment staff report by adding elements of compliance and risk report, fee levels, quarterly cheat sheet -- etc. to RVK report – but just have RVK provide quarterly report)		4th Quarter		 Û

						* Educate board about investment beliefs (what are they and why are they important- history/context of current investment beliefs); what does a $50 B fund investment program look like – the investments itself and the business model, present future scope for discussion/resources involved/ anticipated outcomes.				 Û

						* Committee develops draft investment beliefs for the Board’s discussion				 Û

		Objective C: Develop and promote legislation and rule amendments to clarify certain aspects of the TMRS Act		* Finalize and pursue a Board-approved Legislative agenda by Quarter 4, 2018/early 2019.		*Develop and finalize inventory of statutory suggested changes that are needed/desired to claify aspects of TMRS Act		Jun-18		¤ 		Dan Wattles

						* Present Inventory to TMRS Board for decisions on issues to address in Legislative Agenda		Dec-18		¤ 

						*Determine statute and administrative rule proposals
		Aug-18		¤ 

						*Seek Advisory Committee input on issue advantages / disadvantages and develop consensus
		Nov-18		¤ 

						*Seek TMRS Board approval of legislative agenda
		Dec-18		¤ 

						*Develop plan for administrative rules 		Dec-19

						* Engage legislative leadership for Bill Sponsorship / Support
		Jan-18

						* Engage in 86th Legislative Session (2019)		May-19

		Objective D: . Explore the effectiveness of TMRS Plan design in light of changing workforce demographics.		• Design and implement a survey methodology to assess member and employer sentiment by December 2019. 

• Establish a baseline metric by December 2020. 

• Provide targeted increase recommendations to the Board for consideration and approval by December 2020.
		* Convene an internal committee of staff to work on the project.		Oct-18		¤ 		David Gavia

						* Develop a survey to gauge employee and employer sentiment on workforce demographics and plan design.		Mar-19

						* Seek Board input on survey instrument.		Jun-19

						4.Launch survey and compile feedback; determine insights and present to the Board.		Sep-19
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      1:  Ensure the financial Stability and Long-term viability of the plan



Goal 2

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target          Future Initiative 

		Objective		Desired Outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Evaluate and present to the Board recommendations regarding the current Pension Administration System’s (NextGen, MyTMRS, City Portal, etc.) ability to continue to support TMRS customer service operations , including employer payroll reporting, in the most comprehensive, cost-effective, efficient, and secure way.		* Present overview to the Board and receive feedback on desired priorities by the end of 2018. 


* Complete a broader assessment of the Pension 
Administration System by the end of 2020.
		* Provide information and initial challenges to BOT 		Feb-18		þ   		Debbie Munoz 

Scott Willrich

						* Provide possible options and obtain Board feedback 		Jun-18		þ   

						* Evaluate proposed options and initiate research on PAS and potential consultants

						* Obtain budget approval		Dec-18		¤ 

						* Select PAS consultant to conduct needs analysis

						* Conduct Needs Analysis

						* Present results to BOT		Feb-19		¤   

		Objective B: Expand delivery of self-service capabilities.		* Assess capabilities offered versus those desired by members and employers. 

* Increase by 5% per year the adoption rate of self-service capabilities. 

* TMRS capabilities should meet or exceed that of select peers.		* Determine methodology for gathering information from cities/members/Administer and analyze city survey		19-Jul				Debbie Munoz 

						* Create a plan to gather information – Consider 3rd Party Assistance		20-Dec

						* Gather information from cities – Consider 3rd Party Assistance		20-Dec

						* Gather information from members/retirees – Consider 3rd Party Assistance

						* Prioritize Results – Consider 3rd Party Assistance

						* Seek feedback from internal staff

						* Identify exact metric to use

						* Receive Consensus

						* Determine possible additional features from feedback above

						* Determine needed resources

						* Determine if CEM data can be used to identify peers

						* Identify Peers

						* Gather Information

						* Analyze and Prioritize

		Objective C: Enhance internal systems to improve customer service operational efficiencies.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for improved efficiencies.		* Review peer call-centers to identify possible solutions for: Logging, Automated look-up, Automated Notes, Security/Fraud Protection
						Debbie Munoz

						* Determine if phone system replacement/add-on needed

						* Determine needed resources (budget/timeline)

						* Review peer’s service metric programs

						* Identify metrics we would like to implement

						* Determine if “Dashboard” format is feasible

						* Determine needed resources (budget/timeline)

						* Evaluate PAS needs analysis to identify inefficiencies

						* Prioritize inefficiencies

						* Determine needed resources (budget/timeline)

		Objective D: Develop and implement a strategic communication plan to position TMRS with major stakeholder groups.
		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for awareness and effectiveness.		* Identify audiences/groups
		Sep-18		þ   		Bill Wallace

						* Develop key messages for each identified audience		Sep-18		þ   

						* Match messages to best media / determine frequency and related costs, resources		Sep-18		þ   

						* Identify budget items needed to support plan		Aug-18		þ   

						* Prepare budget submission		Sep-18		þ   

						* Compile plan for submission		Dec-18		¤ 

		Objective E: Develop and implement new ways to communicate, including through social media, the value of the benefits amoung various segments of active and retired menbers.
		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019 that contains specific measures for awareness and effectiveness.		* Identify audiences/groups
		Feb-18		þ   		David Gavia

						* Develop key messages for each identified audience		Mar-18		þ   

						* Develop means to quantify benefit values for target groups		Mar-18		þ   

						* Determine executive tolerance for new social media initiatives		Apr-18		þ   

						* Match messages to best media / determine frequency and related costs, resources		Jun-18		þ   

						* Identify budget items needed to support plan		Aug-18		þ   

						* Prepare budget submission		Sep-18		þ   

						* Compile plan for submission		Dec-18		¤ 
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Goal 2: Strengthen TMRS through excellent customer service and effective communication.



Goal 3

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target             Future Initiative

		Objective		Desired outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Enhance Board meeting productivity and efficiency. 		* Majority of Trustees perceive Board materials to be meaningful and effective in informing decisions.


* Majority of Trustees perceive that meeting time is productive and efficient.		Further refine the work plan and seek Board adoption.  Conduct a formal survey of the board to gauge their satisfaction regarding the current complexity and/or volume of materials; potential changes to materials.
		Aug-18		þ   		David Gavia

						* Convene an internal committee of staff that are major owners of materials that go to the Board:

 - Examine the length of board meetings and topics covered.  
 - Examine the amount and type of board materials.
		Aug-18		Û

						* Formalize Committee charters, including the Budget Committee and Compensation Committee.
		Jul-18		 Û

		Objective B: Create and implement a process for the Board to review the role of its current consultants. 
		* Majority of Trustees perceive the process to be meaningful and effective.		* Identify which consultants are “Board consultants”.

 - Convene a committee with staff within the agency that are the owners of the Board consultant relationship.
 - Committee develops a BOT consultant list.		May-18		 Û		David Gavia

						* Committee will identify the roles and responsibilities of each Board consultant.
		May-18		Û

						* Meet with objective owner to discuss committee’s Board Consultant finalized list.
		Jun-18		Û

						* Identify objectives of Board review; determine how the Board’s review folds in with staff’s review.		Jun-18		 Û

		Objective C: Develop a Board-approved investment fee policy.
		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019.

* Policy meets or exceeds the standards set by the GFOA Best Practice Advisory on investment fee policies.		* Develop a draft policy to codify the review characteristics and timing, include the Board’s philosophy on fees (not just lowest, but value orientation)

		Aug-18		þ   		TJ Carlson

						* Draft and present fee policy to TMRS Board of Trustees
		Dec-18		¤ 

		Objective D: Adopt a framework to monitor and report on organization-wide risk. 
		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2021.
		* Conduct and share research on implementing an enterprise risk assessment program, including Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) frameworks and associated resources/costs for an ERM Program.		Dec-18		þ   		Sandra Vice

						* Develop and implement system-wide risk identification, risk assessment, and risk mitigation activities and strategies.
		Dec-20

						* Formalize governance and reporting structures for the System’s ERM Program.
		Dec-21

		Objective E: Develop and implement a framework for monitoring and managing operational compliance throughout the organization.
		* Finalize a Board-approved framework in 2021.		* Research and gather information on parameters and current landscape of compliance programs appropriate for public pension systems.
		Aug-18				Christine Sweeney

						* Develop method(s) to educate the Board on information compiled and seek Board input on scope of compliance program framework.


						* Determine scope of program framework appropriate for TMRS based on input received and obtain Board approval of framework.
		Dec-20

						* Develop implementation plan for approved framework and determine resources needed.

						* Begin implementation of program.		Dec-22

		Objective F: Codify into policy the Board’s continuing education philosophy.   
		* Finalize a Board-approved framework by 2018.
		* Conduct research on peer educational policies. 
  - Receive sample BOT training policies.
  - TMRS Legal to obtain additional pension system sample Board training policies
  - Meet to review research (current guidelines, adopted, etc.)		Jun-18		¤ 		David Gavia

						* Draft a policy that is reflective of the Board’s requirements and current practices.
  - Submit draft policy for committee review
  - Provide policy review and feedback		Jun-18		Û

						* Develop a final draft Board continuing educational policy.		Oct-18		Û

						* Seek Board approval on the policy.
		Dec-18		Û
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Goal 3: Identify and implement the best governance and management structure.



Goal 4

		þ Achieved         ¤ In Progress        Û  Off Target             Future Initiative

		Objective		Desired outcome		Program Summary		Due Date		Status		Owner

		Objective A: Develop a short-term (unexpected) and longer term (planned) succession plan for key leadership positions.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2019.		* Perform and review results of readiness assessment with ED and Leadership		Sep-19		þ   		Leslie Ritter

						* Identify best options for addressing both short and long succession needs for Key staff and leadership positions.		Mar-19		¤ 

						* ED and HR presents to the Board.		Dec-19		¤ 

		Objective B: Create and implement a leadership development plan.		* Finalize a Board-approved plan by 2020. 		* Conduct and review results of leadership development assessment.		Mar-19				Leslie Ritter

						* Identify options and vendors for leadership development plan		Oct-19

						* ED presents to the Board the Leadership Development Plan.
		May-20

		Objective C: Elevate employee engagement levels. 		* Facilitate action-item recommendations to Leadership and/or the Board. 

* Maintain an overall score of 40% and above for Fully Engaged staff and a score of 10% or lower for Not Engaged staff.		* Form and facilitate Employee Engagement Taskforce (ETF) meetings.
		Aug-17		þ   		Leslie Ritter

						* Present and obtain approval of initiatives with Executive Director.		Feb-18		þ   

						* Present action-items to the Board based on ETF initiatives.		Mar-18		þ   

						* Annually conduct Engagement Survey		On-going Annually		þ   

		Objective D: Refine the compensation and performance management philosophy.

		* Finalize updated Board-approved philosophy statements by 2020.		* Assess the current compensation and performance mgmt. philosophy.
		Jan-19		¤ 		Leslie Ritter

						* Implement (procure, install and train) software for performance management 
		Mar-19		¤ 

						* Draft and review with Leadership overall plans for both
		Jun-19

						* ED presents to the Board the compensation and performance management philosophy for approval.		Mar-20

		Objective E: Develop policies and procedures that encourage leadership to improve internal communications, support innovation, and reward excellence. (*Runs concurrent and in conjunction to Engagement Objective C)		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change.

* By 2022, increase to 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers.		* Ensure Engagement Taskforce (ETF) action-items include internal communication, supporting innovation and rewarding excellence features
		On-going  		þ   		Leslie Ritter

						* Continue to stress and enforce these three values in all HR activities, including Leadership meetings, policy development, employee relations, etc.		On-going  		þ   

						* Participate and/or review national, state and local surveys pertaining to engagement, change and leadership.		On-going  		þ   

						* Annually conduct Engagement Survey		On-going  		þ   

		Objective F: Enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of organization-wide decision-making and prioritization processes.

		* Continue to exceed the scores of state and local government peers in Leadership/Managing Change.

* By 2022, increase by 5% employee engagement levels with respect to Leadership/Managing Change and My Work factors/drivers.		* Engage a consultant to review current organizational decision-making and make recommendations to improve centralized decision-making.
		Jun-18		Û		Leslie Ritter

						* Convene an internal task force.

		Aug-18		Û

						* Determine a plan to implement the recommendations. 
		Oct-18		Û
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Goal 4: Transform the TMRS culture to one of innovation, collaboration, and open communication.
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Goal Objective Performance 
Measure

Program 
Summary Due Date Status Owner Notes

Goal X: Transform the TMRS 
culture to one of innovation, 

collaboration, and open 
communication.

Objective X. Create and 
implement a leadership 

development plan. 

Finalize a Board-
approved plan by 

2020.

Conduct discovery 
meetings. Q2 18' Activity start delayed 

due to availability. John Smith To be determined.



 Reporting Frequency
 Quarterly Staff Updates
 BOT Presentation May Session
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